Zennapron
the power from BP
that puts you
in control

It's the special BP oil content that makes the difference. The BP oil aids adhesion and spread with large easily visible droplets that minimise drift and penetrate the weed's defences faster. But there are other excellent reasons for selecting Zennapron. It's ideal for established turfed areas - golf courses, sports grounds, playing fields and amenity areas, suitable for application from April until September, and it's conveniently ready to spray.

When used with any CDA sprayer it also offers you the cost-effective benefits of simple calibration and high work rate for selective weed control on turf. And, of course, there's no messy mixing or measuring and no operator contact with the herbicide. No wonder Zennapron is the perennial solution for annual weed problems.

THE OPTIMUM TIME TO USE ZENNAPRON
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Zennapron contains 2,4-D iso octyl ester 6.7% w/w acid equivalent, CMPP iso octyl ester 13.4% w/w acid equivalent.

Read the label before you buy – use pesticides safely.

Growing... Going... Gone... with Zennapron

The Power to Control

For further information on Zennapron and other BP herbicides contact BP Agro Chemicals Unit: Tel. (0442) 225348 or tick the reader reply box.